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NOTE TO
THE READER
Bee Time residencies provide conditions for living and working together
over a period of two weeks in order to communally enter an intimate space of research. We are a core team of three artists and we invite
others to join our living explorations into Bee Time for each residency.
The natural history of the Bee is so wide-ranging that visiting artists who
spend time with us usually find an attraction to a particular aspect of bee
biology, social behaviour, relationship with the landscape or as subject
of veneration. Participants then begin following a thread of investigation
to develop their artistic process. Many times this process touches on very
personal themes due to the intimate nature of our work together. Ideas
are shared in the group, worked and reworked by a collective ‘digestive’
process. As a result, everyone ends up participating to a lesser or greater
degree in the creative process that is gestating in each one of us.
In this edition of Bee Time, we complemented our bee studies with talks
from experts in the field of systems thinking. In the following chapters,
you will find essays comprising thought processes developed by the
artists, documentation of artwork they produced during their time here,
and articles by the systems thinkers who worked with us.

Bee Time Team Notes & Quotes
#beetime
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THE ART OF
COMPLEXITY
Isa Ibn Kamar

Systems Thinking Relations

#complexsystems, #boundary, #emotion, #complexity

At the beginning, everything was about probabilities – a blank canvas, an empty notebook, a stage without an audience, no playwright
and no actors.
The beginning was a zero.
Physicists teach us that the chaos of possibilities collapses into a
material reality through the intermediation of an active consciousness. Consciousness materialises totality from nothingness; on the
blank canvas a point appears, out of zero arises ONE: the Monad,
unitary totality.
Then ONE is divided and duplicated, again and again, to infinity.
From unity the infinite diversity of archetypes arises – patterns
of meaning whose materiality gives rise to the universe that we
perceive and feel.

Isa Ibn Kamar at our meeting during the residency

So this is the primal triad: zero, one and the infinite – and on the
fourth vertex of the tetrahedron, primordial consciousness that collapses the nothingness of possibilities into the multiverse where
we experience existence.
It is in our experiential universe that, lost in the apparent chaos,
we seek understanding and meaning for our internal and external
experiences. Science faces the challenge of determining underlying
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MOTHER

Karmit Even Zur

Art Process

#pheromones, #interconnectedness, #mother
#reproductive, #embodiedknowing, #honeybees,
#regenerative

The mother of the beehive is a female bee developed from a larva that
has been fed royal jelly throughout its gestation period of 16 days.
Described by Maeterlinck in his seminal work The Life of the Bee as ‘…
the captive heart of the city, and the centre around which its intelligence
revolves’ and ‘ …the royal servant, the responsible delegate of love,
and its captive custodian‘, she is indeed both sovereign and servant
(Maeterlinck, 1901). She communicates her dominion through her scent
messages. Her pheromones are composed of nine different chemicals
and serve as the cohesive substance that keeps the colony’s sense of
purpose and harmonious activity going. Her scent also suppresses
maternal capacities in other females of her colony. She is the only female in the hive to develop to sexual maturity and after her one and only
nuptial flight she becomes the biological mother of future generations of
bees, expanding the colony as the worker bees see fit, laying eggs in the
cells they prepare for this purpose. She is the biological mother,
the other female bees are the ones who raise and care for the young.
Her pheromones are transmitted to the entire hive by her immediate
entourage who rub and ‘caress’ her with their antennae and spread her
scents to other bees, who in turn pass them onwards until they permeate
the entire colony. It takes 15 – 30 minutes to complete this transmission
throughout the hive. The bees swallow and absorb these pheromones so
a constant circulation is required to give the continuous message that
the queen is alive and well. Studies show that when something happens
to the queen, and she is either becoming weak or has died, the colony
becomes aware of this fact within 30 – 60 minutes (Winston, 2014).
If a colony has lost its mother and has not been able to rear an emergency queen the workers will lay eggs that, being unfertilised, yield
drone bees. The inability to reproduce will result in the eventual loss of
the colony. I have looked into a hive that has lost their queen and seen
a purposeless movement of bees as if they had lost the magnetic power
that holds them together.
I am a mother. I became we when my children were born. My daughter,
and later my son, showed me day after day how to pay close attention to
who they were becoming, present to their fast-evolving needs, and so the
course of my life took shape within our joint futures. It became a natural
training in ‘we-ness’, born of the love flowing in our bloodlines. But the
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THE GENDER
BUZZ
Tricia Enns

Art Process

#gender, #mother, #value, #honeybees

Intoxicating Nectar

During Bee Time my eyes were slowly opened to the constant gender juggle that exists in our world. One of my art pieces was a booth
full of strips of paper and seeds that people were encouraged to
fold into stars with seeds in the middle before scattering the
seeded stars throughout their villages, lives and worlds.
Seemingly unrelated to gender, and yet… Seeds are the fertilised
eggs of flowers. The very beginnings of the life of a flower, which
then provide nectar for honeybees to eat and turn into honey.
The carpel, female genitalia of a flower, flows with nectar. Perhaps
that is why urban dictionary defines nectar as “the juices produced
by a vagina”. Nectar is a substantial source of nourishment for the
honeybees: they pass it from mouth to mouth, from one honeybee
to the next, until it is finally placed in a cell, where it is stored and
protected. Sacred vaginal discharge.

The hive, to me, is akin in many ways to a vagina, a warm safe space
where sacred liquids are created and from which life is born.
The honeybees keep the hive at a specific temperature and humidity to allow the honeybees to survive and safely store nectar while it
slowly becomes the delicious thick floral vaginal discharge that we
all know and love: honey. A human vagina also needs to maintain a
consistent temperature, ideally around 37 degrees Celsius, not dissimilar to a beehive, which likes to be around 35 degrees Celsius.

55
VENTA
EL PARAÍSO
Jorge Gallardo

MEDIUM / OPEN STUDIO:
INSTALLATION + CONVERSATION
Project site:
www.ventaelparaiso.tumblr.com

Art Process

#ancestry, #mother, #reproductive, #memory
#complexsystems, #honeybees, #gender

This house could be a palace. This house could be a farm.
This house could be a bar and a playground, and a theatre stage,
a little one, where we can play, me and my cousins, showing off.
At my grandmother’s house, which was also her mother’s house,
and my mother’s house and her sisters’ house, there was a long
rope swing, hung from a paradise tree (Simaroub Glauca). The swing
was the biggest attraction I had ever seen; I had never seen anything so high and climbing on it to swing was bold.
In south Andalucía, a Venta is a house and a bar-shop, all in one.
There you could buy alcohol and gas and milk and vegetables and
cigarettes, and listen to new music and dance. The paradise tree
from which the swing was hung gave its name to the Venta.
Venta el Paraíso. For odd days in my childhood, now scattered in my
memory, Venta el Paraíso was like the rabbit hole in Alice in
Wonderland, with shimmering light at the entrance and a deep
inner darkness.

When I was swinging from the tree, the moment the swing went all
the way back, I never knew if my grandfather would still be there
to push me again. But when I saw the shadow of the swing and of
the tree, and the shadow of my grandfather on the ground, I knew
I hadn’t fallen down the rabbit’s hole yet.
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MAKING
THE PROBLEM
VISIBLE
Pol Parrhesia

A PATH TO GO AND COME BACK
PARTICIPATIVE SITE-SPECIFIC ACTION
NMAC Contemporary Art Foundation, Vejer

Art Process

#boundary, #memory, #systemsthinker, #networks
#interconnectedness, #honeybees,
#sociallyengagedart, #sitespecific

“No matter where we live, none of us can escape boundaries
and enclosures; between the personal and the collective,
between dream and reality, between life and death.”
Kapka Kassabova

Are there roads that lead nowhere?
I found a path in the sculpture park of the NMAC Contemporary Art
Foundation. A walk in nature, evoking memories of many previous
steps. Steps whose footprints created the path. Was it going to take
me to the museum’s next piece of art?
It took me to a fence in the middle of the forest. A delimitation out
of place, since the plants and trees were just as abundant on the
other side of the fence.

Somehow the span of the walk had already modified my perception,
so a barrier in the middle of the woods seemed to me pretty odd.
But it was normal. It was the end of the museum. ‘Even art has its
borders’ - I thought - ‘And needs to be safeguarded.’
So there I was, suddenly in a borderland, ‘That shrub on the other
side is not protected, as the one that brushes my feet. Which side
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SYSTEMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSTELLATIONS
Andrew Zionts & Residents

Residency Experiences

#embodiedknowing, #interconnectedness, #networks
#santalucía , #honeybees, #apijanda,
#intensiveagriculture, #beetime, #lajanda
#biodiversity, #ancestry, #water

Based on the practice of family constellations developed by Bert
Hellinger, systemic environmental constellations create living maps
of embodied knowledge of a particular environment. It can be related to certain dynamics of place, natural phenomena, culture and
people, exploring relationships between elements in small or large
scale systems. Making them visible.
The process begins with a question or a certain topic the group
wishes to explore. An ecological system is chosen and its elements
defined. Representatives get allocated to elements in the system by
the facilitator and are placed in positions in relation to each other.
They are asked to pay attention to body sensations, feelings and
express a direct knowing of the part of the system they are representing, moving positions if they feel called to, or making simple
statements about how they feel.

During this residency, we invited Andrew Zionts, facilitator of systemic constellations and Apijanda member to come and explore with
us some of the dynamics we were trying to understand through
systemic environmental constellations.
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BEE NETWORK
Sandira Belia

Art Process

#networks, #interconnectedness, #honeybees
#systemsthinker, #ritual

Sandira Belia developed the practice of the Bee Web Unit in her work
with honeybee colonies in the South of Portugal. She introduced the idea
to our beekeepers during Bee Time, when the dire state of the bees in
our area was being examined. We were asking ourselves why is this happening, and what can we do about it, and Sandira proposed the following
creative idea as a way to strengthen the various hives each person had
on their own plot: We would weave together, with the power of our intention and imagination, a coherent network of all our beehives energetically interconnected through a geographic central point.

The idea emerged as a kind of hologram of the bee colony superorganism, wherein each individual bee is a ‘cell’ within the hive entity, in
constant contact and communication with all the other ‘cells’. The bees’
innate capacity for cooperation is scaled to a wider level to create a network of beehives with a unified identity. This would allow the people who
are working with these hives to introduce, as well as to receive, specific
information through the central point of the web.
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APPLYING
SYSTEMIC
THINKING
TO FIRMS &
ORGANISATIONS
Sacha Bernal Coates

Systems Thinking Relations

#regenerative, #collaborative, #chaorder
#complexsystems, #systemsthinker, #catalyst

As businesses evolve, managing organisational change
while maintaining a strong company culture is not an
easy task, we need to upskill our leaders on the best
ways to manage and implement change, without disrupting the overall organisation.
Over the last decade or so we have seen the need for
organisational change accelerate exponentially as it
adapts to the various trends: product focus, customer
focus, employee satisfaction, brand management, experience management etc. The rapid evolution of
technology has also allowed us to gather more data
and have access to more information channels than we
can manage. All of this has launched us into a world of
managing complexities, understanding swiftly evolving
generational changes, the coming together of different
cultures, dealing with disruptive business practices and
a good dose of social change.
As trends and technology continue to evolve faster than
organisations and administrations can keep up with,
feeling comfortable in this ever-changing
environment is essential.
Our economic activities are devastating the planet, and
in our drive to understand why and find solutions to
reverse the situation we are being forced to reconnect
with nature.
Nature deals with complexity with great ease, and if we
look closely, we see that nature works in a totally systemic fashion, everything is connected and everything
works in loops, where waste does not exist, as everything
‘wasted’ or ‘discarded’ or at the end of its life cycle, fits
in and is a resource to other parts of the system. Nature
operates in a looped system that self-regulates order
and chaos, allowing for constant change and evolution.
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ART AND
ECOLOGY
Carrie Foulkes

Artist Notes & Quotes

#catalyst, #interconnectedness, #honeybees
#systemsthinking

I remember the first time it occurred to me, as a student, that the
categories attributed to different “subjects” such as history, psychology, philosophy, language, science, art, might be more permeable
and less fixed than I’d previously thought. It suddenly seemed
sort of absurd to be shuttled from class to class, department to
department, with a schedule of distinct courses presented as unrelated to each other. All of these disciplines are merely different
perspectives, I thought, diverse approaches to the Everything that
knowledge seeks and purports to address, contain, understand.
I became more and more interested in the overlapping areas of disciplines. I wanted to know what connected these disciplines to each
other, how did they speak to and inform one another?
It wasn’t until years later that I came across the terms ‘interdisciplinary’, ‘transdisciplinary’, ‘intermedia’. The rest of the world
seemed to already know what my private epiphany had revealed to
me. However, if this is the case, why is there still so much silence
and miscommunication between the disciplines? Over time I have
come to view my role as an artist as of a facilitator, a builder of
bridges and instigator of conversations, as a catalyst.
Art requires engagement. Art, when seen and felt, creates shifts in
thought and being. Artistic processes may expose concealed structures of inequality / injustice, exhume buried traumas, question
prevailing assumptions and beliefs and posit alternative ways of
being in the world.
What does the meeting place of art and ecology look like?
In 2015 I accompanied a group of beekeepers on a visit to German
artist Günther Mancke at his home in the community of Weissenseifen in Germany. Mancke is an accomplished sculptor, anthroposophist and natural scientist. Over many years of observing bees in
the wild, he noticed that they prefer to build rounded honeycombs
at some height and found it odd that the hives we choose to put
them in are cubic and on the ground. This observation combined
with his artistic vision and knowledge of materials led him to create
a new hive for the bees – the Sun Hive – a spherical, woven hive
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THE LAST HIVE
David Tann

THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE

Art Process

#honeybees, #complexsystems
#intensiveagriculture

A moment from the The Last Hive - photography by Lotte Hansen

Part One: A story’s unfolding
When in the North all life was already preparing for the
winter, eleven wise men and women from all over the land
gathered in the South. Here the sun was still warm enough to
embrace them on their mission to connect the human world
to that of honey bees. In a time when the world seemed to
close in, when the climate was changing, and when the Earth
Mother was suffering from all the greed that is put upon her,
they came. They came, with their dreams, their knowledge,
their hopes and their belief that they could make
a difference.
There was a shaman, a clear voyant, a faery, a poet-philosopher, a jester, an actor, a cook, a storyteller, a herbalist, a
beekeeper, and a dancer. Together they formed the human
hive called Bee Time. This magical realm, that exists outside
of time and space, enabled them to gather and disperse the
wisdom of the old traditions that integrate practical arts with
the rhythms of the wider universe. From there they could raise collective awareness, responsibility and confidence that
change is possible.
For a period of two weeks - that of course lasted much longer
in Bee Time - they studied beehives, systems thinking, complexity theory...piecing together the puzzles of our social and
material reality. They shared, learned, and discovered questions they did not know they had. In the end they concluded
that all the powers in the universe are connected in complex
ways. That each and every particle is just one of many
realisations of all the possibilities it carries within. And that
everything when put together over time forms more than the
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CHAOS

‘Living systems are learning systems’, says physicist and systems theorist
Fritjof Capra (SVL, Capra course). Since its inception, Bee Time has structured its two week residency around the idea of a group of artists sharing
together a convivencia* and becoming a learning system for a period of
two weeks. A living, breathing system that is non-hierarchical but self-organises the daily routines of hive visits, learning about the bees through
observation and readings, sharing ideas and insights, cooking together,
and creating the schedule flow...

Bee Time Team Notes & Quotes

#emergence, #selforganisation, #chaorder, #beetime
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SYSTEMS
THINKING
GLOSSARY
#system an integrated whole comprised of interrelated
and interdependent elements.
#opensystems interact with their environment through the
exchange of energy, matter or information.
#complexsystems are nonlinear, self-organising and have
emergent properties.
#livingsystems are both open and closed.
#systemsthinker sees him/herself as part of the system,
not an outside observer of it.
#selforganisation property of a system that can create its own
structure through interactions of its parts
without being guided or led.
#wickedproblem is not characterised by linear cause and effect
but by a complex set of interdependent elements that interact with each other. There is
not one simple solution to a wicked problem,
because there are always multiple stakeholders
with conflicting agendas. Solutions are not right
or wrong, are not easily evaluated, and may be
the cause of further problems in the system.

Bee Time residencies invite artists and researchers to live and work
communally for two weeks to study and respond to themes connected
to honeybees. During this time spent together in close proximity
to the hives participants develop personal projects following a
thread of investigation. Their ideas are worked and reworked through
a collective ‘digestive’ process.
Holon is a collection of essays and thought processes developed by
the October 2017 Bee Time residency participants, who focused on the
theme of systems thinking. They interacted with local beekeepers,
farmers and systems thinkers in the area of Santa Lucía, Andalucía
to navigate the interconnections between various elements affecting
local bee health. This publication presents documentation of these
explorations and some of the artwork that was produced.
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